. Distribution of total penta-PBs and unique penta-PBs at different sequence identity cut-offs in the PDB.
Seq. identity cut-off (%)
Total number of penta-PBs The PBs in the column are the actual PBs and the ones in the rows are the predictions. The diagonals are the raw counts for the correctly predicted PBs and these served for calculating the PB-wise identities and the overall accuracy of PB-kPRED (see also Table 4 ). The off-diagonal values highlighted in grey are the confused predictions that are still acceptable for they correspond to PB substitutions frequently observed among homologous preoteins (Tyagi et al. 2006; Joseph, Srinivasan, and De Brevern 2011) . These served for calculating the PB-wise similarities and the overall Q16 similarity. The last column (∆) represents the PB-wise difference between similarity and identity. It highlights those PB-wise predictions which gained upon considering similarity as a criteria for evaluating the predictions. Brevern, 2000) . The kPRED algorithm could be predicting sub-secondary structure details for example, kinks and bends in helices by PB other than k,l,m,n,o but the three state accuracy (Q3) will favor us negatively in these cases. Hence measuring the performance of kPRED by Q3 accuracy is not totally justified because kpred algorithm was not designed with the objective of secondary structure prediction in mind.
Interestingly, this mapping of kPRED prediction to SS status shows that kPRED accuracy (80.94%)
is largely better than the prediction accuracy of (i) 66. This simple evaluation highlight the quality of kPRED, here for something not designed for it. 
where j is an integer associated with a PB motif, k is the length of the PB motif j (i.e the number of successive pentapeptides) with k=3 for tri-PB motifs and k=5 for penta-PB motifs, N j,k is the normalized frequency of the PB motif j, n j,k is the occurrence (raw count) of the PB motif j in PDB30 dataset and p (PB i,j ) is the frequency of the observed PB at position i in the PB motif j. experiments (A1 to A8) were performed. They differ by the sections of PENTAdb that were made accessible for every pentapeptide query. For each of the 15,544 query protein sequences, the portion of PENTAdb accessible for prediction was dynamically determined using MySQL queries: only pentapeptides coming from protein chains in PDB that shared sequence identities below the indicated cut-off values were accessible to PB-kPRED. For example, in experiment A1, only the query was left out, the full PDB was accessible while in experiment A8, only proteins not sharing more than 30% sequence identity were made accessible for predictions. In the noise filtering scheme, the subset of PENTAdb that is accessible for query is dynamically expanded. Each individual vertical column represents an experiment (B1 to B8). For each experiment, a maximum homology level was used to define the subset of PENTAdb accessible by the PB-kPRED algorithm for predicting the local structure of each individual query pentapeptide. The defined maximum homology levels were ≤100%, <100%, <95%, <90%, <70%, <50%, <40% and <30% . For each query pentapeptide, data in PENTAdb only coming from closest homologues was queried first. For example, in experiments B1, B2 and B3, the highest allowed homology ranges were respectively 100%, ≥95 to <100% and ≥90 to <95% . If hits were found, these were used to constitute the list of all possible PBs (see text and Fig 4) and the algorithm proceeded with the next query pentapeptide.
If no hits were found, subsequent subsets of PENTAdb comprising of more distant homologues were made available successively until hits were found. This is a procedure followed at an individual pentapeptide level and not at the level of the query protein sequence. Hence, in the best case scenario, this would represent a total of (l-4) queries to PENTAdb, l being the length of the sequence and in the worst case scenario, it would be 8 x (l-4) considering the 8 sequence identity cut-off levels. For the PDB30 dataset, this amounts to a total of 3.97 million queries in the best case scenario and up to 31.76 million queries in the worst case scenario.
